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Surecomp announced that London-based Trade&Forfaiting Review (TFR) magazine has awarded
Surecomp the Gold Medal in the Best Technology Vendor category. This marks the fifth time in the last
seven years that Surecomp has been received a prestigious award from Trade & Forfaiting Review.
Voting by TFR readers accounted for 75% of the weighted final results, with each vote examined closely
for eligibility. This year’s competition was the first time that the detail and quality of testimonial comments
in the open sections of the questionnaire were actually given weight. Such testimonials highlighted the
positive effects and outcomes delivered by the nominated organizations.
Voting by Trade & Forfaiting Review editor (Clarissa Dann), accounted for the remaining 25% of the
weighted final results. When casting votes, Trade & Forfaiting Review took into consideration feedback
from the marketplace, observations of deal flow and general activity, and reports on nominations gathered
over the last 12 months.
For the full listing of results, see http://www.tfreview.com/awards/trade-commodity-finance/tfr-excellenceawards-2013-winners-revealed.
“As a leading provider of trade finance technologies, products and services, Surecomp once again has
shown that it is at the forefront of industry innovation,” remarked Clarissa Dann, Editor of TFR. “A
respected vendor that has supplied its best-in-class solutions to banks and corporations for over a quarter
of a century, Surecomp is well positioned to remain among the top trade services vendors in the years
ahead.”
“Surecomp thanks the readers and staff of TFR for their ongoing confidence and trust,” said Joel
Koschitzky, Surecomp Chairman. “This gold medal from TFR proves once again that banks and
corporations who partner with Surecomp are achieving a competitive edge.”
If you have any comments about this story or news tips, contact Adam Alim at
adam.alim@rfpconnect.com or Katherine Emirosan at katherine.emirosan@rfpconnect.com

